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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.5-rev29
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.5-rev25
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6051.

MWB-1224 Slovak text broken within Settings -> Accounts
Broken encoding for standard google account nam ein slovak.
This has been solved by using UTF-8 encoding instead if ISO-8859-1 encoding for the display name
when creating the callback URL for Google.
OXUIB-1051 GET/POST adding needless question mark when no url params are set
GET/POST generally added a ’?’ to the requesting url.
This has been solved by removing needless ’?’ for GET/POST requests when no url params a set.
OXUIB-1060 Scheduling shows 1h off after time change
In rare cases when adding the start hours for ”only working hours” mode can lead to wrong calculations due to different offset values.
Mind the offset and add it if necessary to solve this issue.
MWB-1223 Imapauth.properties cannot allow uppercase logins (with USE_MULTIPLE=false)
Missing option to automatically convert login info to lower-case.
This has been fixed by introducing boolean property ”com.openexchange.authentication.imap.autoLowerCase” (default is ‘false‘) to specify that login info is supposed to be automatically converted
to lower-case when attempting to authenticate against IMAP server.
MWB-1300 Move of contexts fails when using OXContextService > moveContextFileStore
Accessing a file during storage move signals file-not-found error although file list has been retrieved
from storage itself.
Pass an appropriate file-not-found handler if file listing was retrieved from storage, but accessing a
file fails due to absence. This allows to perform ‘checkconsistency‘ to repair that.
MWB-1159 Email subject not displayed in desktop notifications
Found paths in IMAP-IDLE backed push implementation for which notifications are published w/o
providing basic message info (like subject).
Always provide basic message info when publishing notification to solve this.
MWB-1313 Since 7.10.5 OX-9999 Categories=ERROR Message=’Missing attachment identifier
in mail part’ error
Possible ”Missing attachment identifier in mail part” error when parsing draft mail.
This has been fixed by avoiding ”Missing attachment identifier in mail part” error.
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3.1

Changes relevant for Operators
Changes of Configuration Files

Change #SCR-923 Introduced boolean property to specify that login info is supposed to be
automatically converted to lower-case when attempting to authenticate against IMAP server
Introduced lean boolean property ”com.openexchange.authentication.imap.autoLowerCase” (default is false) to specify that login info is supposed to be automatically converted to lower-case
when attempting to authenticate against IMAP server.
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

MWB-1224, OXUIB-1051, OXUIB-1060, MWB-1223, MWB-1300, MWB-1159, MWB-1313,
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